Guest Editorial

Mobileandportablecommunications
services rely by natureonradio
technology. There is increased interest in providing
wireless (radio) localaccess to
the public network. This includes land mobile communication for metropolitan
and suburban areas, mobile satellite communication for rural areas, and,
of more
recent interest, wireless communication between buildings or within buildings.
T h e last application is an areaof current, widespread interest and could eliminate
the need for running cords and cables within buildings.
Providing wireless local access to the public network, and in particular digital
voice or data transmission within buildings
via radio, isthe coreof the specialseries
starting in this issue.
Since indoor radio communication
is arather new application,
we start theseries
with two articles in issue
this on propagation measurements and channel modeling
that are essential to a better understanding of the in-building medium. They
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present two somewhat different views of the model. It is amazing how little we
know about the propagation characteristics
of the buildingswe live-in or work in. We continue theseries with an article
o n the important topic of the local wireless access interface and its relationship to Cellular Access Digital Networks
(CADN). We then offer systems- and technology-related articles concerned with the methodologies touched upon as
follows.
As with othertypes of radio communication,there are regulatory
issues of bandwidth allocation, transmission power,
and interference with otherservices. At the present time it is not clear what the regulatory climate be
will
for wireless
communication within buildings. According to one school of thought this application should be unregulated and
similar to microwave ovens and residential cordless phones, with the transceivers required
to operate on a noninterfering basis. Advocatesof unregulated usage
of spectrum recommend radio techniques that enable transmission at
low spectral density over the relatively small coverage
of a building
area
(low power per Hertz per volume), for example,
by spread spectrum techniques. More conservative individuals
believe in spectrum management and
efficient useof the
limited radio band. They recommend more conventional methods, such as, digital walkie-talkies. A third group
consists of those who are fed-up with the regulatory
issues and would like to do away with it allby translating their
transmission bands to infrared or by transmitting in the visible light part of the frequency spectrum.
In this special series
we have collected works from advocates
of each of these approaches. The entire group
of articles
was requested from various world technically recognized organizations that are presently involved in local radio
communication research and are willingto disclose the results to the public at this time. Sessions on LocalWireless
Communication have appearedat recent IEEE-sponsored ICC and GLOBECOM Conferences. The authors
of papers in
these sessions are in large part the authors
of articles in the
series. T o all the authors and the magazine
staff I extend my
sincerest thanks for what I am confident will be an interesting and useful series of articles.
I would also iiketo acknowledge the help and cooperation
of L. J. Greenstein andS. B. Weinstein. I am gratefulto
Tetsuya Miki of NTT Japan who patiently coordinated and gathered the contributions from Japan.
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